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i want to remove this text and to replace it with my own text.
A: The OP also posted a link to a public instance on Google
Drive. You could, for instance, copy the ZIP to your local disk
and unpack it. The files inside are: index.html embed.html
Your java code, plus any files that might have been included
and referenced by the JavaScript source and/or embedded in
the HTML. I suggest you open a new thread explaining what
you have tried and what the code you have tried to run locally
shows. Q: Override virtual method of a derived class in C++
I'm looking to create a helper class for generating debuggers
in-code, that can read and write memory, and usually does so
using reinterpret_cast. To do this, I need to be able to
override the vtable which is generated automatically by the
compiler. The proper way to do this is to create a vtable for
the new class and override it using the method table pointer
in the vtable (which is a member of the base class) For
example, the method definition in the base class might be:
void BaseFoo::foo() { printf("base foo"); } And the helper
class might be derived from the base class (it has some nonvirtual methods, but not important here): class Foo: public
BaseFoo { private: void vtable_override() { printf("fooooo"); }
}; In memory, the class is very similar to the base class,
except for a single byte in the vtable, which points to
vtable_override: +--+-----+ | | +--^-----vtable_override--+ | |
+--^-------vtable--------+ In Java, this would be implemented
using a vtable. I've had some limited success with this (see
virtual_first_table). Basically, I'm looking to create a helper
class which can work with raw memory, and use a function
pointer to override and determine how to interpret each of
the objects. Then I'm looking to create a table to
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